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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Whirlbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

300 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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Amazing soundtrack!

'Prison Toys' is one of the most beautiful pieces of music I have ever heard in my life.. Kill their men.
Sleep with their women.
This is the way of the doomslayer... THE DOOMSLAYER OF PUSS *airhorn dubstep*. Really addictive and great fun,
definitely for a specific type of person however...If you enjoy long lasting puzzles and getting excited over creating new
elements, this is definitely your type of video game haha.. Unfortunately, I can't recommend this game because it doesn't
properly support widescreen/scaling options, or provide enough user controls to allow the correct settings for the game to be set.
You're stuck with running in windowed mode. Amusingly, and with a fertiliser truck worth of hubris, the developer describes
the game as being "graphically intense". This is particular relevant for Igob, the time travelling caveman from 12,832BC. Should
he travel forward in time with his trusty 486DX with onboard graphics, he may well pay attention to this warning, if he could
read. Igob will consult tree and stone.

I will say that despite the technical issues and limitations of the game, it's an original and educational premise which pleasantly
draws the individual into the science of plant biology. This is actually quite a good idea. Even the gameplay was interesting
enough, if it wasn't for the fact it was running in a tiny window on my 4K monitor.

Should the developer invest a little effort into modernising the game so it runs properly on a PC from this century, it could be
quite a recommendable game for, well, homeschooling parents or something. That's really the only thing letting it down.. I
bought this because I was always intrigued by the Trials Fusion serious which unfortunately is not avaivailable on
SteamOS\/Linux. The gameplay looks similar but other than that I can't compare them. However what I can say is that I really
enjoyed the premade levels of Psebay! I finished them in 2 sessions on a single day. I actually rally like short games but for
those who want more there is: You can try to get a 3 star rating on each and then there are community levels. I also like the art
style which I believe is rather timelss compared to a realistic style. Further controls are really good. At least when using a Steam
Controller.. Its a nice and a quick game to play with friends but we need servers thats the only thing. I really like the route
thanks for sharing. :D. If you're here because you liked Highschool Romance, put any comparisons out of your mind. The art
style is similar, and the "boy masquerades as girl" thing is there, but that's about the end of it. The tone of the story is much,
much darker. And rather than three good endings and a "you didn't do well enough" ending, there are 8 flat out bad ends, 1
outright good end, and depending on how you feel about the final end, an evil end.

Much like the Lea path in HSR 1, each of these ends is ridiculously complicated (in spite of the 1.3 update to make it "easier",
this is very much a game of either repeated trial-and-error and judicious use of the save system or using one of the rather
helpful guides if you just want to get the end you're aiming for). Dark magic shenanigans seem to be par for the course for
"magic school" VNs, but slapping the Highschool Romance name on this is in art style and story hook only.
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After playing this, here's what I thought: Audiosurf is truly a masterpiece.. The math portion works fine. The quiz portion is
awful. If you're playing this for achievements wait until someone creates a guide, unless you have an urge to learn obscure crap
about The Big Bang Theory, Adventure Time and Gravity Falls. If you're playing it for fun, don't. I haven't been through all of
the questions and I've found 3 in which the correct answer gets you killed and 1 in which the correct answer isn't one of the
options. There are many spelling and grammatical errors just to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you off a little more. I
don't refund unless I have to, I'll finish it eventually, but if I could go back in time I wouldn't buy this joke. Well okay, first I'd
kill Hitler, then I'd avoid this junk.. This game plays like someone wanted to make a 2D Zelda clone, but didn't realize what
made those games fun.

There are no secrets, no hidden walls, no rewards for exploration here. No fun little item interactions. Just a whole lot of empty
screens, and a game that feels like the developers ran out of budget after finishing the sprites.

It's a shame, because in playing through it I kept thinking to myself, "This could have been fun and full of heart if only they put
a bit more effort into it.". Very little difference from standard scenery, definitely not worth the money. I would recommend this
game, just based on liking this genre and it's good enough to play for the price. The UI is extremely cluttered and not very
intuitive. I don't know why they felt the need to re-invent the wheel on the UI because this isn't a brand new idea and others
have done it so much better.

I like the complexity of the keeping the animals satisfied, more than just a habitat building. The missions have been interesting
so far.

Lots of the mechanics are unweildy but I'm still learning it, so maybe I will find a better way to do those things.. Uninstalled
after 5 min with the game. Maybe that isn't enough time to get the full feel of the game but the battle system was so time
comsuming that it just wasn't worth it to me. Don't waste your money.. I do not recommend this DLC.

The ship is VERY squishy and you die within a good 3 seconds in AI. All it takes is a beam to lock onto you and that's it, you
are DONE FOR unless you cloak and once you come out it then you're completely exposed.. Terribly buggy, could have been
fun but the edges of the map are bugged and you randomly fall through. It doesnt track when you jump 70% of the time and
when you do jump it randomly will make you dash wayyy too far and fall off. Resulting in 3000 failures in the basic tutorial
part of the game.

Definitely needs some refining.
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